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Electrical capacitor is one of the most popular and widely used electric circuit elements storing 
electric field energy. Due to its mechanical structure, electric field distribution could not uniform at the 
edges of electrode plates constructing capacitor. This field distortion is so called edge effect. Principal 
purpose of this paper is to minimize the edge effect, so that it enables us to optimize the shape of electrodes 
leading to the maximum capacitance but minimum size. To realize this purpose, it is essential to compute 
the electric fields around capacitor exactly. The electric fields around the capacitor distribute to an infinitely 
long distance point theoretically. In order to take into account this electric field nature rigorously, in this 
paper, we employ the strategic dual image (SDI) method along with conventional first order triangular finite 
element method. 
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H を誘電率、さらに U を電荷密度として、式(1)で与
えられる。 
³  dsF }2)({21)( 2 IUIHI  (1) 
式(1)を変分原理に基づき変形し、Green の定理を
用いれば、式(2)の Poisson の方程式 、および式(3)
の対象境界条件（Symmetrical Boundary condition)が
得られる。 
VIO   2  (2) 
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Fig.2 Visualized Displacement Current Vectors 
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